
THE LAST WOLF



 
 

Over a long & distinguished literary 
career, the novelist Tom McGuane has 
painted a portrait of middle-aged male 
American angst like no other writer  
save, perhaps, Philip Roth.  McGuane’s men 
are passionate, confused, contemplative,  
distraught, daring, wild and, perhaps 
most importantly, really funny.  They are 
men who are self-destructing—men who  
are allowing their lives to fall apart 
—even as they try to hold on to the 
women they love.

In three specific novels, “Nothing But 
Blue Skies,” “Something to be Desired,” 
and “Panama,” this “McGuane man” is 
painted from all angles; he’s explored 
psychologically and emotionally and  
sexually in various situations and inner  
configurations and he’s brought to life 
in a deeply visceral, deeply compelling 
way. 

OVERVIEW



Our intent is to mold material from 
these novels into an ongoing television 
series, using “Nothing But Blue Skies” 
and “Something to be Desired” as the 
basic armature for the series, while 
weaving in characters and elements of 
“Panama” along the way.  Since each of 

these books has a troubled, complex, 
endearing male protagonist, we propose 
combining the central characters from 
these novels into one main protagonist.  
Similarly, as each of the books has a 
powerful, compelling woman with whom 
the protagonist is desperately in love, 

we propose combining these women into 
one great female lead.

And we are very pleased that Pulitzer 
Price-winning playwright Tracy Letts 
will be joining us on this journey 
writing the pilot.



This combo-story will begin with a 
washed-up ex-rocker in Key West, Florida, 
where his marriage is teetering on the  
edge of collapse. Our protagonist, 
Frank, has loved Gracie for a long time, 
and while we get a strong sense of their 
passionate attraction that has been able 
to endure over the years, Frank’s errant, 
dissolute, catastrophically disorderly 
life has finally begun to wear on Gracie.  
When she gets to her wit’s end and 
finally leaves him, Frank is in shock.   



He spends some time trying to recover 
himself, to no avail, and comes to 
realize his only shot to win Gracie 
back is to return home to Montana, to 
take control of his life, and establish 
himself once and for all as an adult, 
managing his own financial future and 
otherwise righting his life. 



He travels back to his family ranch, just outside of Deadrock, which he finds in bad disrepair after years of neglect.   
Returning to a life he thought he’d left behind for good, he rediscovers all his old demons in Montana:



A father whom Frank felt never loved him, a crazy sister 
who is in and out of mental hospitals, a daughter he loves 
but who is growing apart from him, girlfriends (whom  
he can’t resist despite his adoration for Gracie), ornery 
ranch-hands, fisherman friends on the verge of breakdowns,
drinking buddies who can no longer hold their whiskey, 
older women who like to talk, bankers who want his real 
estate holdings, whores who understand commerce, and many 
other rich and complex characters.

Frank had sought a simpler, more straight-forward life, 
but returns now to new and perhaps even more complicated 
relationships and conflicts. Still, this is what he must 
face, and only by facing his past might he have a chance 
at winning back his beloved’s affections. This is Frank’s 
true last stand...  



“The Last Wolf” will operate somewhere 
between a classic American Western and 
a show like “I Love Dick.” 
 
Kathryn Hahn’s character, Chris, in that 
brief, brilliant Amazon series was con-
fused, desperate, vulnerable, and still 
full of hope and longing.   



So, too, is Frank. He’s a kind-of-male-
version of Hahn’s Chris, but with West-
ern machismo and the detached saunter  
of an existential samurai warrior.  He’s 
terrified all the time that things 
are really going to hell, and yet he’s 
courting hell at every turn, despite 
best efforts to do otherwise.  



Best efforts, that is, sometimes.  He’s not sure what’s 
best for him, but he’s willing to take risks and to 
dare, over and over and over again.  As we watch him 

try to rebuild and stabilize his life through the course 
of the series, we will become involved, too, with the many  
riveting characters who orbit around Frank. 



The McGuane world is a rich one—both in 
character and incident—and the novels 
we intend to shape into a series  
are ripe with possibilities.  



DEADROCK, MONTANA

The stories fold seamlessly into one  
another, all taking place in the same 
small Montana city. 

Thematically, they speak with a singular 
and powerful voice: McGuane’s.



We are excited to go into this world to 
make a series that is big, bold, daring, 
visceral, and – yes - entertaining and fun. 



The purpose of this document is to lay out a roadmap of the journey, the characters,  
some of the themes and how we propose integrating various elements from the novels  
PANAMA, NOTHING BUT BLUE SKIES, and SOMETHING TO BE DESIRED into a cohesive series. 



Our central character will be called ‘Frank,’ 
but our protagonist will be a compilation 
of traits from the protagonists of the three 
above-mentioned novels: Chet and Lucien -- 
as well as Frank.  And, likewise, Frank’s 
wife, ‘Gracie,’ will be a combination of 
the women from the novels: Catherine and 
Suzanne--as well as ‘Gracie’.

These are the kinds of combinations/
liberties we propose taking with the 
source material throughout the course 
of the series.  

Our intent here with this document is 
not to pitch the series, episode by ep-
isode, but to give a sense of the arc 
of the overall journey.

Our central character will be called 
‘Frank,’ but our protagonist will be 
a compilation of traits from the pro-
tagonists of the three above-mentioned 
novels: Chet and Lucien -- as well 
as Frank. And, likewise, Frank’s wife, 
‘Gracie,’ will be a combination of the 
women from the novels: Catherine and 
Suzanne -- as well as ‘Gracie’.

These are the kinds of combinations/
liberties we propose taking with the 
source material throughout the course 
of the series.  

Our intent here with this document is 
not to pitch the series, episode by 
episode, but to give a sense of the 
arc of the overall journey.



We begin in Key West for an opening 
interlude, introducing Frank and Gracie, 
seeing their push/pull relationship and 
some of the characters in their orbit, 
learning that they have a daughter to-
gether who is in college, unveiling the 
demons of an ex-rock ‘n roller, catching 
glimpses of their chaotic life together 
there and the effects of Frank’s bouts 
of misbehaving until finally Gracie has 
had enough. Is it that Frank doesn’t come 
home one night and the next morning when 
she goes looking for him, she discovers 
him in a vacant lot, lying in crushed sea 
shells, covered in his own vomit?  Or is 
it when she is making the bed one morning  
after a beautiful night of lovemaking only 
to discover a pair of panties with little  
American flags on them down between the sheets?  
Or is it when Frank buys her a Range Rover 
as a make-up present, only to have the  
vehicle repossessed by the dealer an hour 
later because Frank’s check has bounced? 
At this point, we don’t know.  

So:



But what we do know is that at some 
point Gracie packs up and storms out, 
telling him that she had bet on him 
and that she had been patient, but she 
can’t spend the rest of her life with 
him knowing he is never going to change.  

The last thing she says before going 
out the door is: “One of these days 
you’re going to have to deal with your 
father.”

“Why do you keep bringing that up?” he 
says. “You know my father is dead!” 

But she is gone.



Frank spends the next few weeks in Key West alone. But  
being an ex-rocker with a certain amount of charm when 
he’s sober (and perhaps even more charm when he’s not – 
until he passes out), he’s rarely actually alone. We quickly  
understand the source of much of the tension that existed 
between Gracie and Frank as we discover the owner of the 

USA panties (a barista) and encounter several other of Frank’s 
dalliances until booze and drugs take over and Frank begins a 
slide into self-loathing and hallucinatory misadventures.  

The result:  Frank feels himself, without Gracie to be 
catastrophically alone. 



Waking up at absolute bottom one morning (“He 
had never really thought about his wife leaving 
him.”), he decides to defy F. Scot Fitzgerald 
(“there are no second acts”)  and sets out 
to win Gracie back by returning to his family 
ranch in Deadrock, Montana and starting his 
life anew.

He has a plan. Sort of. And it starts with ...



Heading to a small warehouse, where he unlocks the 
padlock and enters the sun-streaked interior. He 
pulls the cover off a relic of his rock ‘n’ roll days 
– a bright red 1965 El Dorado Cadillac convertible. 
Frank picks up his dog, Rocket, who’s been stuck at the 
pound and heads West.

We now embark on Frank’s road trip, which consists not only 
of re-discovering America, but also visiting a number of 
auto repair shops along the way, since every few hundred 
miles or so, a piece of the Cadillac’s running gear begins 
to disintegrate and needs welding, wiring or replacing.  
Frank and his car, you see, are not dissimilar. 



As he drives through Nashville, he pulls 
up and parks outside the Ryman Audi-
torium.  He walks around to the side 
entrance, not surprised to find the 
door propped open, and goes inside.  
He climbs up to the second level and 
moves across until he’s standing at the 
center of the balcony railing looking 
down at the stage where technicians 
are rigging lights for a show.

A voice booms out from behind him: 
“Hey! You can’t be here!”  Frank turns 
around to find an old bearded, tattooed 
manager checking him out, then suddenly 
smiling in recognition – “Frank?”

After too many beers, shots of tequi-
la and trips down memory lane, Frank  
accepts the manager’s offer for him and 
Rocket to spend the night in a dress-
ing room with a foldout sofa backstage 
before resuming his drive West the next 
morning.



This brief Nashville interlude allows us 
to look as hard at Frank as Frank looks 
at himself in the myriad mirrors of the 
bathrooms at repair shops and rest stops 
along the way. 

In Key West, as we discovered, whenever 
anyone mentioned his father, Frank would 
always say: “My father is dead!“  

But when we finally arrive in Deadrock, 
we learn that his father is very much 
alive - in fact, he’s been quite the  
successful entrepreneur over the past  
30 years and has acquired a number of 
real estate holdings - a medical clinic, 
a rundown hotel, a mini-storage facility 
- the income from which has been pro-
viding a safety net for Frank while he’s 
been flailing his life away in Key West. 



Arriving at the ranch that’s been in 
his family for 5 generations, Frank 
finds his grandfather, FRANCIS, who’s 
in his early 90’s, living alone in the 
original homestead that was built in 
the 1890s.  From Francis, Frank learns 
two important pieces of information: 
First, that LEWIS, his father, has re-
cently disappeared, leaving Francis to 

run the ranch with the help of BOYD 
JARRELL, the hired hand, but clearly 
the place is falling into deep decay. 
The second piece of information Frank 
learns is that his younger sister, MARY, 
has been committed to a mental hospital 
in Bozeman.
It’s apparent to Frank that he’s arrived 
home just in the nick of time, but it 

won’t be easy to save the ranch from 
falling into total disrepair, rescue his 
sister and get his life back in order. 
The bank, too, isn’t happy about what’s 
going on with the overall family finan-
cial picture, and is knocking at the 
door, hard, for answers and solutions. 

Does Frank have any?



On top of all these issues, as the series 
progresses, one of the emergent themes 
will be Frank’s coming to grips with his 
relationship with his father, which will 
slowly evolve when Lew becomes ill and 
HOLLY, Frank’s daughter, re-enters both her  
father’s and her grandfather’s lives.
Much the way he took to sailing alone in 

Key West to find solitude and clear his 
head, once back in Montana, Frank rises 
early, saddles one of the horses in the 
corral and sets out to reconnect with the 
land. Rocket trails behind him as they 
make their way across the ranch, past the 
buildings and up into the beauty of the 
desolate foothills.



Frank’s first few weeks back on the ranch are filled with tasks:  
he fires Boyd Jarrell, which he comes to regret; he bails his 
sister out of the mental institution and becomes her caretaker, 
which he is completely unprepared and ill-equipped  to do;  he 
visits the family banker in town to investigate how he might borrow 
enough money to pull the ranch out of its physical decline, only to  
discover that his father has placed all of the deeds to the  
family’s real estate holdings in Frank’s name – the medical clinic, 
the Kid Royale, a rundown hotel in the middle of town, the 20 acres 
of mineral rights in the northwestern corner of North Dakota, and 
the crown jewel, the cash cow of them all, a mini-storage facility 
on the outskirts of Deadrock.



For an over-the-hill ex-rocker whose career 
pretty much ended when the video of his 
vomiting all over the Mayor of New York 
went viral, the tasks before him seem 
practically insurmountable.

Over the course of the first season, Frank 
will turn the ranch into a hot springs 
spa resort to prove to Gracie that it’s 
not too late for him to change and make 
something positive out of his life. This 
decision will set many other wheels in 
motion and these threads will be woven 
into a colorful tapestry for the first 
year and beyond:

Frank rents a small office in town, only to 
discover he is right down the hall from a 
travel agency run by LUCY, one of Gracie’s 
oldest friends, but this will not deter them 
from sleeping together and beginning an 
on-again off-again affair, despite Frank’s 
desperate desire to get back together w/
Gracie. (“If you can’t be with the one you 
love, love the one you’re with.”)



Frank will take out a loan to fix up the 
ranch and begin turning it into a resort, 
but this will necessitate the bank 
placing a lien on the medical clinic.   
Nevertheless, when his doctor tenants 
band together and withhold their rent 
to try to get him to reduce their month-
ly charge, he impulsively evicts them 
en mass, leaving him with an empty, 
revenue-less building at the least  
opportune time. We see the “old Frank” 
in operation—both creative and destruc-
tive, nearly simultaneously — and the 
“new Frank” struggling against all those  
destructive impulses that finally caused 
Gracie to leave him. 

He reconnects with his brother, MIKE, an 
orthodontist, only to learn that Mike is 
strongly in favor of selling the family  
homestead and adamantly against Frank’s 
plan of turning it into a resort. 
As they begin to reconcile their  
difference as brothers, Frank asks Mike 
for another chance and his brother’s  
opposition to the spa begins to fade, 
as long as he is not expected to put 
up any money as an investor. 



When Frank looks into trading in the El Dorado convertible for a 
pick-up truck, he encounters JUNE CROPER, the no-nonsense owner of 
the town’s Buick/Cadillac dealership and her forthright appraisal of 
men and women’s sexual needs will allow them to establish an immedi-
ate and long-lasting bond of friendship, always tinged with the po-
tential of a future dalliance – despite their age difference (“I was 
already married and divorced while you were still in high school!”)

Frank also reunites with his old fishing buddy PHIL, estranged now 
from his wife whom he discovered in flagrante delicto with Dr. Jen-
sen, one of the doctors Frank just evicted from his clinic. Frank 
and Phil go fishing and on their way home, they encounter SMOKIE, an 
idealist young hitchhiker who has come to Montana to  
protect the last wolf in the state that is being hunted  
despite his protected status.  Phil falls instantly 
in love with Smokie and offers her a place to stay 
for as long as she needs it.



Frank also gets back together with his drinking buddies, DICK HOINESS, his insurance agent, and 
KARL HAMMERSGARD, now the local high school athletic coach.  When the three of them manage to get 
into a bar fight with some young cowboys, Frank ends up spending the night in jail, only to be 
released the next morning with the SHERIFF’s advice ringing in his ears: “I don’t know what your 
problem is, but when folks start appearing here, it usually ain’t an accident.”

Trying to dive back in to attending to the ranch, Frank attempts to rehire Boyd in a disastrous, 
but thoroughly amusing night-time encounter in which he is accompanied by Lucy, June and JOANIE  
(a bank-teller he’s met recently because of all of his new business activities). 

Frank also oversees his grandfather’s desire to move off the ranch and into an assisted-living  
facility in town.



But the biggest distraction is Frank’s 
relationship with his mercurial sister, 
Mary. He discovers that in his many  
years’ absence, Mary did a stint at the 
local whorehouse and when she goes miss-
ing from the ranch, that’s where he finds 
her. He also encounters David Catches,  
a Native American bouncer, who is Mary’s 
boyfriend and may or may not be the  
father of the unborn child Mary turns out 
to be carrying.  Frank convinces Mary to 
come back to the ranch, but the course 
of her future weighs heavily on him, even 
though his encounter with David Catches 
leads him to believe that there might be 
a genuine relationship there.

While all this is going on, Holly, Frank’s 
daughter, flies in from college in Missoula 
and father and daughter have a warm and 
friendly visit fishing together, during 
which Frank learns that Holly is dating 
a professorial “water guru” nearly as old 
as Frank. 



Worse, Holly tells him that Gracie has begun a relationship with TIO, an “oil man” who seems charismatic, but 
somewhat erratic and quite mysterious about the source of his wealth. When Holly leaves to go back to Missoula, 
Frank feels more alone than ever. For the first time, he sits out on the porch of the ranch at night, Rocket at 
his feet, and guitar in hand. A few chords, a couple of lines sung, and the whole question of music-in-his-life 
and whether or not it will ever play a role again is opened up ...



Frank hires a team of architects and their 
plans and sketches of the ranch as a spa 
surrounded by nature begin to turn the 
project into a reality. 



On the planning team of architects is a 
young illustrator, ERICA, who had seen 
one of the last concerts that Frank 
ever performed – in Denver while she 
was still in college.  

Only a few years older than Holly, she 
is very straightforward in her inter-
est in Frank and much as he tries to 
resist, they end up in the hot springs 
alone together, but their dalliance is 

cut short when ERICA screams in fear at 
the sight of a rattlesnake slithering 
across the rocks.  She wonders out loud 
how they will wrangle the rattlesnakes 
once the hot springs becomes a resort.



Frank’s accountant, JOHN COLEMAN, shows up 
in his office. The news is grim. Frank is  
hemorrhaging money. The mini-storage revenue 
is up, but the empty clinic and the rundown  
hotel with no guests is killing Frank. On top 
of that, the declining price of oil has dropped 
his North Dakota royalties to less than 1/3 of 
what they’ve been for the last 5 years.  

He doesn’t have the money for the planned 
spa expansion and Coleman is worried about 
the bank calling the loan on the ranch.     
 
Frank asks Coleman how much of an increase in 
revenue he would need from the hotel to get 
in the clear.  Coleman just shakes his head 
and advises Frank to sell both the hotel and 
the clinic to any buyer he can find.



Out of the blue, Gracie decides to pay 
Frank a visit, only to arrive at the 
ranch and find Frank in bed with Lucy. 
Surprisingly, she doesn’t fly off the 
handle - merely tells them to hurry 
up because she needs to talk to Frank. 

When Lucy gets dressed and leaves,  
Gracie tells Frank: “You really shouldn’t 
fuck Lucy so much if she doesn’t mean 
anything to you.” 
Turns out Gracie is there to talk 
to Frank about their daughter, Holly.   

Gracie is concerned that Holly’s  
boyfriend, LANE LAWLOR, is definitely 
not the right guy for her. “I think he’s 
a phony,” she says, “but I want you to 
meet him.” 



Later, Frank shows Gracie the drawings and the plans for 
the spa, then takes her on a tour of the ranch. She’s drawn 
to his enthusiasm for the future.  When they reach the Hot 
Springs, Gracie sheds her clothing and climbs into the pool. 
She looks up at Frank and says “I have no expectations.”   

He climbs into the pool as well and they have gentle, 
unhurried sex while gazing up at the stars.  
There are no rattlesnakes in sight. Nor any bull: Gracie 
tells him, “Don’t make too much of this. It doesn’t mean 
I want to be with you.”



Later still, they go to a restaurant 
in town. Gracie leaves before dessert.   
 
“I’m driving back to Missoula tonight,” 
she says, “but I had a good time, Frank.”



Once Gracie leaves, FREDERICO, the owner 
of the restaurant, sits at the table 
with Frank.  He wants to buy the medical 
clinic and turn it into a restaurant.  
He tells Frank he’s prepared to make 
an all-cash offer.

Emboldened by the slight uptick in his 
financial possibilities, Frank reads 
about the misfortunes of Orville Conway, 
the 9th largest Montana chicken farmer, 
who’s about to go into bankruptcy. Frank 
decides to pay him a visit.

And that’s how Frank becomes a partner 
in the C&C Montana Chicken Corp, with 
its headquarters in the Kid Royale  
Hotel, along with hundreds of chickens 
who take up residence there.



For a moment, things are looking up, until Mary’s suicide, out of the blue, 
stops Frank’s forward progress cold and throws him into a deep decline.



Nevertheless, he travels to Missoula 
with an open mind to meet Holly’s boy-
friend. But LANE LAWLOR seems phony 
as hell – and pompous to boot. And he 
turns out to be even older than Frank. 
He wants to keep all the water in Mon-
tana from ever leaving the state and 
he has an almost cult-like following. 
Frank leaves with a bad taste in his 
mouth and a bad feeling in his gut.

On the way back to the ranch, Frank gets 
a phone call from his fishing buddy, 
Phil. “Smokie’s left me” Phil tells him, 
weeping into the phone. “How did we get 
into so many wrecks?”



Driving back through Deadrock, Frank 
stops for a drink at THE MINT. Here, he  
runs into Lucy who introduces him to  
“her honey” DARRYL PULLMAN. 
 
Ignoring her boyfriend and trying to get 
away from the noise, Frank pulls Lucy 
outside to talk, but one thing leads to 
another and they end up inside Darryl’s 
pick-up truck starting to make out when 
Darryl bursts outside and starts toward 
them. Frank fires up the truck and peels 
out. Darryl and his cowboy buddy jump 
into another truck and a quite unusual  
chase is on, involving muddy mountain  
roads, nearly sliding completely down a 
ravine and log skidders with forklifts, 
during which Frank not impales Darryl’s  
pick-up truck, but ends up making love to 
Lucy as well in the cab of her boyfriend’s 
gigantic 4x4.  

They are found by the Sheriff with Frank’s 
face buried under Lucy’s dress and yet, 
miraculously, charges are not pressed. 
Frank manages to stay out of jail and  
everyone goes home none the worse for 
wear – except for the pick-up truck.



Frank’s luck runs out a few days later 
when he goes to THE BRANDING, a rally with 
Lane Lawlor as the featured speaker. When 
the show starts and Lawlor comes onstage, 
Frank discovers that Holly is there behind 
Lane playing the piano.  From much closer 
to the stage, Gracie discovers that, too.  
As she strides onstage, yanks Holly to her 
feet and begins pulling her away from the 
piano, Lawlor begins trashing Gracie to 
the audience: “Folks, I’d like you to meet 
Gracie Copenhaver, owner-operator of the 

now defunct left-wing hot-tubbers’ hangout 
Amazing Grease. Remember, the constitution 
guarantees your rights even when a parent 
tries to abrogate them!” Frank can take 
no more.  He pushes through the crowd, 
charges up onto the stage and dives like 
a defensive back straight into Lawlor’s 
soft middle, driving him straight into the 
floor.  In the ensuing melee, the crowd 
storms the stage and Frank is knocked 
unconscious.



A few days later, Frank fully awakes to feel that “if the 
prospects of failure had crept toward him from the day 
Gracie left, they were now moving at a full gallop.”  His 
accountant, John Coleman, arrives at the ranch to confirm 
his status.  “I’m afraid you’re going broke.”

To make matters worse, Gracie calls to tell him she’s rented 
a little house in Deadrock and she wants him to come and 
meet Tio.  Frank’s hardly in a position to refuse her.



But to his great surprise, when he meets 
Tio, they hit it off almost instantly. Tio at 
first talks about the mercurial nature of 
the energy business.  Then he talks about 
the changing technical aspects of drilling 
for oil, how fracking and horizontal drilling 
has discovered more oil, but that the wells 
that come in, stay in production for a much 
shorter time span. “Vertical wells are best” 
he tells Frank.  “Like the wells you have 
in North Dakota.”  Catching Frank off-guard, 
Tio makes an offer for Frank’s properties. 
“A normal offer is 3-5 years of royalties.  
A decent offer is 7 years.  But I would like 
to offer you 10 years – and leave you with 
a 10% stake.”

“But why would you do that?” asks Frank.



“I’m not the right guy for Gracie” Tio says. “I love her, but she doesn’t love me. Not really.   
She’s never stopped loving you, Frank. She’s told me about the plans for the ranch. I’d like to 
see that happen – and I’d like to see her happy.”  



Season 1 ends with bulldozers breaking ground on the Hot Spring spa resort 
– and nearly everything else in limbo. But lots of great material to mine 
and stories to tell for the next season and beyond.



BIOS



THOMAS McGUANE

A Short Biographical History

Over a career spanning five decades, Thomas McGuane has gained renown as a novelist, screenwriter, and 
master of the short story; an angler and horseman; a friend and compatriot to legends of literature and music and 
film. And at 81, he is, perhaps unsurprisingly, a mix of heartening contradictions—a lifelong hunter who recently, 
and somewhat disastrously, rescued a Cuban tree frog from his Florida bathtub; a flyfishing Hall of Famer who 
was put off tarpon fishing by a story about a fish’s apparent suicide on the Chicago Aquarium floor; a former 
rancher and screenwriter of Westerns who finds himself somewhat unmoved by the genre’s canonical texts; a 
man who intersperses his anecdotes with quotes from Saul Bellow and John Updike, but also raves about the 
short stories of Nell Freudenberger and Jamie Quatro.

Tea Obrecht, writing about McGuane in LITERARY HUB, said:
“It might be convenient, perhaps even tempting, to compare McGuane’s characters to Ernest Hemingway’s 

“types.” Many of them tend to be sportsmen, wanderers, lovers of the outdoors, and representative of a very 
particular type of American masculinity. But, below these surface-level similarities, one finds McGuane’s fiction 
lensed with a great deal more vulnerability and heart, sorrow, and awe.  His work, unlike Hemingway’s, resists 
instruction—be this kind of man, not that.  His characters are aware of and baffled by the world’s absurdities—and, 
touchingly, they seem to realize they are not entitled to answers. Don’t get me wrong—even now, I like reading 
Papa.  But I like reading Thomas McGuane so much more.”



THOMAS McGUANE
McGuane began contributing fiction to The New Yorker in 1994.  The critic Jonathan Yardley, writing in the 

New York Times, called the then 31-year-old McGuane “a talent of Faulknerian potential,” while Saul Bellow  
described McGuane as “a language star.” 

In 2017, when McGuane was honored with the Robert Kirsch Award for lifetime achievement, which recog-
nizes a writer whose work focuses on the American West, Kenneth Turan, the LA Times film critic and director 
of the Book Prizes said: “We are thrilled to celebrate Thomas McGuane’s nearly five-decade writing life, which 
spans novels, short stories, screenplays and essays.  McGuane is a quintessential Westerner, a master storyteller 
who mines the territory of loneliness and isolation but whose work is also tinged with humor and absurdity.” 

McGuane attended Michigan State University, earned an MFA from Yale and was awarded a Wallace Stegner 
Fellowship at Stanford where he finished his first novel, The Sporting Club. McGuane’s many honors include a 
National Book Award nomination for Ninety-Two in the Shade and the Rosenthal Award of the American Academy 
and Institute of Arts and Letters. McGuane has lived and worked in Montana since the 70s, the setting for much 
of his later fiction and nonfiction.

FROM the profile in TIME MAGAZINE: 
An autumn snow has glazed the Crazy Mountains and left a confectionary dusting on the hills and gullies 

of Montana’s West Boulder valley. Atop his horse, Thomas McGuane is silent for a moment as he surveys the 
Turkish carpet of prairie juniper, sage, buckbrush and wheatgrass that blankets his 3,700- acre ranch in Big Sky 
country.  “It’s funny,” he says at last, “but you never know where lightning will strike. You’re sort of a moving 
target for fortune, and you never know when it will befall you.”

 
Not that McGuane is complaining.  A fit 50, he has weathered the storms of literary celebrity, Hollywood, alcohol-
ism, two failed marriages and at least one critical scalping, only to retain his stature as one of the most original 



American writers on either side of the Mississippi. This fall his seventh novel, Keep the Change, was published, 
ending a four-year hiatus from long fiction. The New York Times proclaimed it the “best book he has written 
to date.”  Almost as sweet is the news that Keep the Change is already the best-selling book of his career. No  
wonder that McGuane’s Raw Deal Ranch has been rechristened Gladstone.

Keep the Change chronicles the cross-country escapades of Joe Starling, a blocked painter who endeavors 
to “put his old life to an end” by stealing his girlfriend’s car and setting out from Florida to reclaim the Montana 
ranch left to him by his father. As the plot progresses to its ironic denouement, Joe courts his teenage sweet-
heart, rekindles a love affair with the land and comes to terms with some family ghosts -- both dead and alive. 
Like most McGuane protagonists, Starling is at a gallop between his past and future, an existential cowboy with 
good intentions and bad habits, determined to take his spiritual malaise by the horns and shake some meaning 
out of it. He is, in other words, a lot like Thomas McGuane.

Both a departure and a summing up, Keep the Change is described by McGuane as a “happy superimposition 
of results on intentions.” Loyal readers will find themselves on familiar terrain -- the bone-dry wit, terse dialogue, 
lyrical descriptions of nature and hovering suggestion of violence are pure McGuane. But the measured tone 
and relatively upbeat ending of the book are a far cry from the pyrotechnical flash of his earlier works like The 
Bushwacked Piano or Ninety-Two in the Shade. Not all McGuane fans have stayed for the ride. “There are readers 
who abandoned me over the feeling that my writing has become relatively lusterless,” he observes. “But your 
literary style is kind of like your face -- you can’t do much to change it. I just hope that you can look at a shelf of 
my books and say, ‘This is a 40-year struggle to understand the human race.’ “

For Thomas Francis McGuane III that struggle began at the age of ten when a disagreement with a boy-
hood chum over the description of a sunset ended in a fistfight. “It was my first literary skirmish,” he says. Born 
and raised in Michigan, McGuane was introduced to the outdoors and a stern Irish work ethic by his father, an  
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auto-parts manufacturer. McGuane early on developed an “adventurous image” of what a writer should be from 
Horatio Hornblower novels and books about World War II. “I saw myself on the deck of an Amazon steamer or 
something,” he recalls. At Michigan State, McGuane edited a literary journal and shunned the budding hippie 
drug culture with such conviction that his peers dubbed him the “White Knight.”

After stints at Yale drama school and Stanford, McGuane realized he had reached a “point of no return” in 
his literary vocation. “I was in my late 20s,” he says. “I had prepared myself for no other career. What was I to 
do? Start selling lighting fixtures and hope to rise in the corporation?” Instead, he wrote The Sporting Club, an 
apocalyptic satire of an exclusive Michigan hunt club, which was published in 1969 to rave reviews. Two years later 
came The Bushwacked Piano, a biting social broadside about a scheme to sell towers stocked with insect-eating 
bats to the gullible public. In 1973 McGuane upped the ante with Ninety-Two in the Shade, a dazzling novel of 
free- floating angst and male brinkmanship set in the Florida Keys. Ninety-Two was nominated for a National 
Book Award, and McGuane became, in the words of Saul Bellow, “a kind of language star.” Critics compared 
the 34-year-old author to Faulkner, Hemingway, Chekov and Camus. The big time -- and Tinseltown -- beck-
oned. McGuane became a celluloid hotshot, penning scripts for RANCHO DELUXE and TOM HORN among other  
movies. In exchange for writing 1976’s THE MISSOURI BREAKS, which starred Marlon Brando and Jack Nicholson, 
he was given the chance to direct the screen version of Ninety-Two.

Meanwhile, McGuane had used the proceeds from selling the film rights to The Sporting Club to buy a ranch 
in Paradise Valley, Montana, where he moved with his wife, nee Becky Crockett (a direct descendant of Davy), 
and his son Thomas IV. The breathtaking scenery and anything-goes ambiance soon attracted a freewheeling 
constellation of characters that included fellow writer Richard Brautigan, actor Peter Fonda, painter Russell 
Chatham and director Sam Peckinpah. Before long, stories started coming out of the valley, ribald tales of sex, 
drugs and rock ‘n’ roll that have become part of the local lore.
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Chinks appeared in the White Knight’s armor. McGuane and Crockett were divorced, and a nine-month  
marriage to actress Margot Kidder (SUPERMAN) came and went. In 1977 McGuane took a third trip to the altar, 
with Alabama-born Laurie Buffet, who is the sister of his friend country singer Jimmy Buffet. McGuane’s repu-
tation bottomed out in 1978 when he received a critical licking for Panama, a caustically humorous novel that 
limned the dark side of fame. The same year, actress Elizabeth Ashley threw fat on the media fire by sparing few 
details of her romance with McGuane in her autobiography, which described him as a “psychedelic cowboy” and 
“aging juvenile delinquent.” Meanwhile, the deaths of both his parents and his sister took a heavy toll. “I come 
from a family that has a lot of alcoholism,” McGuane confides. “I became really kind of an unpleasant drinker.”

It was only a matter of time before McGuane looked through the bottom of a shot glass and glimpsed his 
own mortality. Observes longtime friend and fellow novelist Jim Harrison (Legends of the Fall): “Like a lot of 
writers, we started out reading Rimbaud and Dostoyevsky, and you think that in order to write you also have to 
be partly crazy. And, later on, it occurs to us that we’re going to die unless we behave.” Realizing that “my streak 
of self- destructiveness had to end,” McGuane quit drinking and poured himself into writing. Two novels -- No-
body’s Angel (1982) and Something to Be Desired (1985) -- were followed by To Skin a Cat (1986), a well-received 
collection of short stories that helped put McGuane back on the literary track.

McGuane, who has not had a drink in nine years, also credits his healthier frame of mind to the life-affirming 
influence of his wife Laurie, who is the mother of their daughter Annie, 9. An expert horsewoman in her own 
right, Laurie helps McGuane deal with his correspondence and critiques his first drafts. If she admits to noticing 
a change in her husband over the past few years, it is simply that he has become “less cynical.”

Yet his Jekyll-and-Hyde-like transformation from well-mannered writer to party animal and back again has 
led some to wonder which is the real McGuane. Both and neither, answers McGuane, who is irked by the fact 
that his wild and crazy days have taken on “a kind of monster reality” in the press. “During that period, I was 
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supposed to be living in the street, I also wrote ten movies, a novel and about 25 pieces of journalism,” he says 
with annoyance. “Even in the flamboyant period of the ‘70s, I would say 85% of my waking time was spent on 
work. The day-to-day boring reality is that I was going to the typewriter and working.”

Three years ago, the McGuanes moved out of Paradise Valley to their current spread near McLeod (pop. 5). 
In the cozy living room of his log-cabin house, McGuane throws another chunk of cottonwood on the fire as  
Laurie whips up a pot of hearty chicken soup in the kitchen. His lean, 6-ft. 3-in. frame draped across a wing chair,  
McGuane exudes the tempered confidence of hard-won experience. While many of his erstwhile drinking  
partners have fallen by the wayside, he has managed not only to survive but to thrive in his role of gentleman 
rancher and Marlboro Man of letters. “I guess I’m kind of like lip cancer,” he says with a wry smile. “I just won’t 
go away.”

During dinner, McGuane sips nonalcoholic beer and talks about an upcoming cutting-horse competition 
in Billings. Cutting, a highly stylized ritual in which a horse and rider “work” a cow in much the same way a  
defensive guard tries to block a basketball, is a dear topic for the McGuanes. They also happen to be  
formidably good at it. Laurie is Montana’s defending cutting- horse champion, Tom was No. 1 the year before, 
and the two are the leading contenders for the 1989 trophy. “We take turns,” Laurie laughs.

McGuane is alert to revealing parallels between the art of cutting cattle and the craft of writing 
novels. “You cannot work cattle by force,” he explains. “A cutting horse separates a cow from the herd 
through a kind of choreographic countermovement. It’s very much like fiction: you can’t sit down and say,  
‘Goddammit, I’m going to blast out these sentences and send them to the publisher’ -- this kind of John 
Wayneism of literature. You just can’t.” He finds the notion of a so-called Rocky Mountain school of  
literature equally specious. Still, he admits that “there is a residual frontier feeling of open possibilities 
that seems to be a part of the voice of living here.”
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At the same time, McGuane rejects the charge that he has turned his back on reality by retreating to “a kind 
of Early American theme park.” To McGuane, both urban blight and rural isolation are symptoms of a deeper  
problem. “I do think that there’s a kind of national illness, and I think that every American is touched by it,” he 
says. “It’s a by-product of this 20-year wave of narcissism and self-help movements and stuff where people have 
lost the ability to refer to things larger than themselves, and their reward is solitude. It penetrates Montana as 
thoroughly as it penetrates Manhattan.”

Which perhaps explains his current fascination with the harmony found in the pedestrian rhythms of ordinary 
life. “The kind of place that really gives me a thrill now is a place like Chicago or Toledo or Buffalo, where you 
notice people rolling out and going to work in the morning,” says McGuane. “After 50 years of living, it occurs to 
me that the most significant thing that people do is go to work, whether it is to go to work on their novel or the 
assembly plant or fixing somebody’s teeth.”

The advent of a Rocky Mountain frost provides the perfect impetus for McGuane’s own literary labors. In 
fact, McGuane is already itching to start a new novel, which he says will cover a “larger piece of territory, a larger 
slice of humanity and include some topics I’ve never written about before, like politics.”

When he’s ready to hit the word processor, McGuane heads out to his office, a freestanding shed with a  
porch overlooking the banks of the Boulder River. By the door is a fishing rod he keeps just in case the trout 
start to jump. Fishing, McGuane explains, is just another way for him to stay in touch with the “spirit and poetry 
of the natural world.” Maintaining a primal connection to the environment is essential to McGuane, for both his 
peace of mind and his work. “I feel strongly that writers need to be some place,” he says. “The real thing, the  
real job of artists of any kind is to somehow seize the life you’re having in an unrelinquishing grip.” McGuane is 
sure to continue doing exactly that. But, just in case, he keeps his epitaph handy. His eyes gleam with mischief 
as he repeats it: “No stone unturned -- except this one.”
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TRACY LETTS

Tracy Letts is an American actor and playwright who is best known for his Pulitzer Prize-winning play  
August: Osage County (2007; film 2013).

Letts was raised in Durant, Oklahoma, the home of Southeastern Oklahoma State University. His father, 
Dennis, was an English professor and an aspiring actor, and his mother, Billie, was a journalism professor and a 
best-selling novelist. Inspired by his father’s work in community theatre, Letts pursued a career in acting. He 
briefly attended Southeastern Oklahoma State before moving to Dallas and then, at age 20, to Chicago, where 
he eventually landed acting jobs and where he also began to write plays.

In 1991 Letts wrote the play Killer Joe, about a Texas family that enlists the titular murderer-for-hire to kill 
a relative with a sizable life insurance policy. The script was so graphic and violent, however, that no theatre 
company would agree to produce it. Two years later, Letts and a few other actors produced the play themselves. 
Mixed reviews did not prevent it from being a hit. A later successful staging at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe  
resulted in well-received productions in New York City and London. 

Next came Bug, a love story about a woman who is a cocaine addict and a man who thinks his body is  
infested with insects. It premiered in London in 1996 and later ran in New York. Meanwhile, Letts continued to  
act. He moved to Los Angeles for a brief period, finding bits of work on television shows such as Seinfeld and  
Judging Amy. He appeared onstage in several productions of Chicago’s Steppenwolf Theatre Company before  
being invited to join the ensemble in 2002.



TRACY LETTS In 2003 Steppenwolf staged Letts’s next play, The Man from Nebraska. The story of an insurance agent’s 
loss of religious faith, it represented a departure from the writer’s previous shocking blood-and-guts material 
and was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize. 

His subsequent play, August: Osage County, was a black comedy depicting a wildly dysfunctional Oklahoma 
family coping with the death of its patriarch. Performed by Steppenwolf as well as on Broadway (with Letts’s 
own father in the role of the patriarch) in 2007, August: Osage County won a Pulitzer Prize and five Tony Awards,  
including for best play. Critics regarded The Man from Nebraska and August: Osage County as tamer than Letts’s 
earlier fare; however, the playwright himself saw more similarities than differences across his body of work.  
According to Letts, all of his plays feature real-life characters who do not always express themselves poetically.

Letts followed August: Osage County with Superior Donuts, which debuted at Steppenwolf in 2008 
and moved to Broadway the following year. The play revolves around a doughnut shop, located in Chicago’s 
changingUptown neighborhood, whose Polish American ex-hippie proprietor struggles to deal with his  
altered surroundings and a new, charismatic African-American shop assistant.  Also in 2009 Letts’s adaptation 
of Anton Chekhov’s Three Sisters premiered at a theatre in Portland, Oregon. In 2016 his one-act The Stretch 
opened at The Gift Theatre in Chicago, and Mary Page Marlowe, about the quotidian struggles of an accountant, 
premiered at Steppenwolf. The following year the latter theatre also staged the debut of his play Linda Vista,  
a comedy about a mid-life crisis. The production moved to Broadway in 2019.

In addition to his writing for the stage, Letts penned the screenplays for film adaptations of BUG (2006) 
and KILLER JOE (2011), both of which were directed by William Friedkin, and of AUGUST: OSAGE COUNTY 
(2013). He also wrote and acted in THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW which was based on A.J. Finn’s best seller.



Letts’s acting credits included roles in Steppenwolf productions of David Mamet’s American Buffalo (2009) 
and Edward Albee’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (2010). He made his Broadway debut as an actor when the 
latter show transferred there in 2012, and he earned a Tony Award for his searing performance as George. In 
2013–14 he appeared on the television drama series Homeland, portraying an aggressively determined U.S. 
senator who becomes director of the CIA. Letts later played an investment manager in THE BIG SHORT (2015), 
which relates the stories of several experts who foresaw the 2008 financial crisis. In 2016 he was cast as Bureau 
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs official John Finlator in the comedy Elvis & Nixon, about a 1970 meeting  
between U.S. Pres. Richard Nixon and musician Elvis Presley, and as a bloviating college dean in the adaptation 
of Philip Roth’s Indignation. That year he also began appearing in the HBO comedy series Divorce. 

Film credits from 2017 included THE POST which also starred Meryl Streep and Tom Hanks, and the  
acclaimed coming-of-age tale LADY BIRD.

 In 2019 Letts starred in the Broadway revival of Arthur Miller’s All My Sons and appeared in LITTLE 
WOMEN, a film adaptation of Louisa May Alcott’s beloved classic.
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STEVEN SHAINBERG Shainberg’s critically acclaimed SECRETARY, starring James Spader and Maggie Gyllenhaal, is a bold 
and darkly humorous love story, based on an acclaimed short story from Mary Gaitskills’ collection, “Bad  
Behavior” which won the Special Jury Prize for Originality at the Sundance Film Festival and garnered several 
other prestigious awards from the National Board of Review and the Independent Spirit Awards, in addition 
to being nominated for a Golden Globe.

Shainberg’s first feature, HIT ME, based upon a novel by Jim Thompson, premiered at the Toronto  
International Film Festival to critical raves for Elias Koteas’ performance as a high-strung loser who gets drawn  
into a hotel robbery gone awry. HIT ME, which also starred William H. Macy and Cesar Award-winning actress, 
Laure Marsac, also screened at the Athens International Film Festival, the Stockholm International Film  
Festival, and many other European festivals.

Nicole Kidman and Robert Downey, Jr. starred in FUR, an imaginary and fantastical love story about 
legendary photographer Diane Arbus set in New York City in 1958.  The film was released by Warner Bros./
Picturehouse.

In the vein of Polanski’s psychological horror film REPULSION, Shainberg’s most recent feature,  
RUPTURE, starred Noomi Rapace (“Girl with the Dragon Tattoo”). 

A partner in Vox3 Films, Shainberg co-founded, with producers Andrew Fierberg and Christina Weiss 
Lurie, the New York based development & production company committed to original independent film.  



Vox3 is run by filmmakers for filmmakers and is geared toward cultivating unusual, original and thought- 
provoking projects. Vox3 has produced Zoe Cassavetes’ BROKEN ENGLISH, Gina Kim’s NEVER FOREVER, 
Sally Potter’s RAGE and Shainberg’s FUR.

Shainberg is also a founding partner, along with producer Andrew Lazar, of Tango Pictures, which 
produced RUPTURE and most recently WALDO, a black-comedy starring Charlie Hunnam and Mel Gibson.  
Currently, Tango has ten feature films and three television series in development.

In addition to his feature work, Shainberg has directed over twenty television commercials, including 
spots for Time Warner, Chanel Perfume, and Miller Beer as well as writing and directing MR. VIRIL, a series of 
6 short films which ran for almost six months in rotation on MTV.  A feature version of MR. VIRIL is currently 
in development with Wild Bunch International.

Shainberg has also been a guest lecturer at USC’s School of Film and Television and Columbia’s School of 
Cinema.  He received a BA magna cum laude in English Literature and East Asian Studies from Yale University 
and an MFA from The American Film Institute.
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RICK ROSENTHAL Best known for helming the hard-hitting drama BAD BOYS, which helped establish Sean Penn’s 
career, Rick Rosenthal is an award-winning veteran producer/director with a dynamic career spanning 
over 35 years in both film and television.  

Through Whitewater Films, he is also committed to helping launch new filmmakers, with a focus 
on mentoring and supporting emerging directors in the micro-budget world of independent film- 
making and films he has produced have premiered at Cannes, Sundance, Toronto, SXSW, Tribeca, AFI Fest  
and Berlin, garnering numerous awards, including two Indie Spirit Awards, two Crystal Bears, a  
Humanitas Prize, the Audience Award at SXSW, the Audience Award at Tribeca and a Best Director 
Award at Sundance, as well as Academy Award nominations for both Best Documentary, Short Subject 
and Best Feature Documentary. 

In the television world, Rosenthal has directed over 100 episodes and nearly a dozen pilots over 
his career, including the pilot for the ground-breaking, Emmy-winning ABC show LIFE GOES ON and 
he also served a Supervising Producer on Amazon’s equally ground-breaking, Emmy-winning series 
TRANSPARENT.

HALFWAY THERE, the independent half-hour pilot he directed starring Matthew Lillard, Blythe 
Danner and Esai Morales premiered at Sundance and won both the Best Dramatic Pilot and the  
Audience Award at SeriesFest.



Graduating cum laude from Harvard with a degree in Visual and Environmental Studies, Rosenthal 
worked as a cab driver, a tennis pro, a metal sculptor, a carpenter, an assistant to a US Senator and a 
documentary filmmaker for the New Hampshire Network before traveling west to attend the AFI, where 
he later became chair of the Directing Program.

An avid tennis player, Rosenthal won the Connecticut State Doubles title as a junior and taught  
tennis in Monte Carlo when he was 19, with wins over the #2 and #3 players on the Monaco Davis Cup 
Team.

Rosenthal currently resides in Los Angeles with his actress-turned-political activist and arts-and- 
environmental advocate wife, Nancy Stephens, 3 kids, 2 grand-kids & 1 Golden Retriever.
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JEFFREY BERG Former Chairman and CEO of ICM, Jeff Berg is now the Chairman of Northside Services, LLC, founded 
in 2014, which provides advisory services for entertainment and media companies; secures financing and 
distribution for film, television, and other entertainment projects; and advises literary estates, writers, 
producers and directors across the span of the entertainment industry. Northside Services also furnishes 
research, market analysis and business intelligence for investors, advertisers, and owners of film, literary, 
and music catalogues. 

Mr. Berg joined Creative Management Associates (CMA) in 1969 as a literary agent in their Los Ange-
les office focusing on film projects and the sale of literary material. He later ran the literary and motion  
picture departments, representing leading writers, directors and production companies. In 1980, he  
became the president and Chief Operating Officer of International Creative Management (ICM), one of 
the leading theatrical and talent agencies in the world. In 1985, he was appointed Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer of the agency and served on its Board of Directors until 2012. In 1988, he was part of a 
management team that took ICM private in a management buy-out financed by Chase Manhattan Bank 
and City National Bank. In 2005, Rizvi Traverse acquired ICM in the first deal that introduced private 
equity to the agency business. In 2012, Mr. Berg and Rizvi Traverse sold their interest in the agency to 
the partners of ICM. 

Mr. Berg has a deep background in film finance and the formation of production-distribution agree-
ments. He has negotiated contracts and provided career guidance for dozens of award-winning artists 
and companies in film, television, theater, music and publishing. 



While at ICM and afterwards, he advised a number of companies on marketing and investments that 
pertained to the entertainment and media industry including Apple, Samsung, Mercedes-Benz, Capital 
Films, Dreamworks, PolyGram, Telecom Italia, StudioCanal, Eagle Films, Golden Harvest Films, Trinity 
Broadcasting Network and Lantern Capital Partners. 

During his term at ICM, the agency had an international network of six agencies that were owned and 
operated or affiliated with ICM. In 1991, he was awarded the Cavaliere del Lavoro by the Republic of Italy. 

Mr. Berg is a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley and received a Master of Liberal 
Arts from the University of Southern California. He served as the president of the Executive Board of the 
College of Letters & Science at UC Berkeley; on the Board of Trustees of the California Institute of the 
Arts and Pomona College; the Board of Visitors at UCLA’s Anderson School of Management; and the Court 
of Governors of the London School of Economics. He has lectured on finance and the arts at the London 
School of Economics, Stanford University, and Columbia University. Mr. Berg was also on the California 
Information Technology Council and the California Entertainment Commission. Mr. Berg is a director of 
Oracle Corporation and a member of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 
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